2024 Healthcare Summit
The Renaissance Baltimore Harborplace Hotel, Baltimore, Maryland
October 9, 2024

U.S. Bureau of Labor and Statistics found that healthcare workers are five times more likely to experience a physical attack while working than other type of worker. Workplace violence and harassment extends beyond physical injuries, also taking a toll on worker mental health and well-being, employee retention and recruitment, and overall care delivery. HERO Healthcare Summit 2024 will explore how the workplace serves as a social determinant of health, emphasizing workforce safety, violence prevention, and worker well-being. Guest speakers will share research, innovative policies and practices, and real-world examples to address workplace violence in healthcare settings across organizational levels (e.g., culture, communication, training). Speakers will also present information that exemplifies the myriad ways healthcare workplaces serve as drivers of health and solutions to protecting and improving worker well-being.

The HERO Healthcare Summit convenes annually with healthcare leaders nationally to address issues unique to the healthcare workforce. Participants learn from peers and thought leaders while sharing their experiences in engaging collaborative sessions. Each year, emphasis is placed on exploring tangible, real-world solutions to the unique challenges faced in healthcare.

Healthcare Summit Call for Presenters* – Submit Your Abstract

Join us in Baltimore to speak at 2024 Healthcare Summit! Our Call for Presenters is now open. Submit your abstract online. Those selected to speak will be notified in May 2024. Please direct any questions to ariane.mistral@hero-health.org. We hope to see you there!

*NEW in 2024! HERO is now accepting abstract submissions to speak at the 2024 Healthcare Summit on October 9, 2024.

To submit an abstract to speak at the 2024 Healthcare Summit, follow the links and instructions for Forum24 submissions, and when choosing a track, select Healthcare Summit. See more information in our Abstract Submission Guidelines.